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TECHNICAL REPORT N° 22 August 2000

FAR UV LIMITS OF COMMERCIAL CD SPECTROPOLARIMETERS

To go as far as possible in the low UV has been (and still is) the common dream of most CD spectroscopists.
Manufacturers tried to appeal this trend improving these specs continuously.
If you consider the Jasco models you see the lower limit evolution:
185 nm with J-41 in 1976
180 nm with J-500 in 1978
170 nm with J-710 in 1990
163 nm with J-810 in 1999
All competitors followed a similar trend, sometime improving the spec adding a sticker on the leaflet!

Is this correct? (photomultiplier tubes are the same, monochromators very similar, Xe lamp emission spectra comes
from God and didn’t improve with time ….)
The spectra below shows however that specs stated are not incorrect (at least in the Jasco J-810 case):

D-Camphor saturated vapour spectra in N2 gas in 50 mm path cell.
Baseline shown was collected with same cell filled with Nitrogen.

Second frame shows the photomultiplier tube high voltage

Realistically however pls remember the limits:
-a 0.1mm path cell filled with water is the recommended standard proposed by ASTM1 for SRE determination
 below 173.5 nm so in biochemistry applications the limits are coming from the solvent
-Fused Silica (prisms, cell and photomultiplier window material) transmittance is quickly dropping below 170 nm
 (if interested you can get spectra for example from www.mcphersoninc.com/systems/vuvas2000/vuvas2000.htm)
 -very high flow rate Nitrogen flushing is necessary (I do remember my personal experience in Jan 1974, running at
 Varian in Palo Alto the low UV absorption spectra of Iodine Vapour which appeared on the Cary 118 brochure: put
 the sample in instrument in the evening, flushing overnight, collecting spectra the next morning, repeating operation
 the next day for the baseline!).
So miracles are not possible, while extended vacuum UV operation is achievable with dedicated machines2 or with
synchrotron radiation …..
                                                          
1 ASTM standard E-387 (Annual Book of ASTM Standards) 1984
2  Johnson W.C.Jr. , Rev.Sci. Instrum., 1971, 42, 1283
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